
SPSS Lab Exam Notes

Examinable content: 

Descriptives 
—>Set-up variables in ‘variable view’ + Enter data manually into ‘data view’ 
—>Generate descriptive statistics using ‘Frequencies’ and ‘Descriptives’ 
—> Pearson correlations 

External reliability estimates e.g., test-retest 
Convergent validity estimates 
—> Factor congruency coefficient 

Calculating standard scores 
—> z and T scores 
—> Percentile ranks 

Calculate Cronbach’s alpha 
—>Compute average inter-item correlations 
—> Compute corrected item-total correlations 
—>Request ‘Cronbach’s alpha if item deleted’ 

Normative sample size estimation 

Calculate intraclass correlations (IRR) 
—> Split files based on groups; organise output by groups 
—>Remember to turn this function OFF before continuing on 

Linear regression 
—>Evidence for construct bias in slope and/or intercept estimates 

Principal Components Analysis 
—>Exploratory analysis with a scree plot and/or Kaiser criterion <1 
—>Factor extraction using direct oblimin rotation  

    Details 
• 45-60 mins 
• Everything in lab classes is examinable  
• 10-15 short answer questions 
• Required to report/basic interpretation of analyses 
- either values or Y/N statements 
- No external calculators  

    Notes 
* Re do lab exercises and read practice questions 
* Do not check assumptions 
* Report to 2 DP in SPSS 

- select column - cell properties - format value - 2 d.p 
* Data file will be large with many valuables 
- Be careful to select correct variables per question 
- Keep track of splitting and select cases



SPSS Lab Exam Notes

Concept of Analysis How to Perform Analysis Interpretation of Analysis

LAB 2: BASICS Pearson Correlation 

Z SCORE 
- provides interpretive frame of 
reference for score  

T SCORE 
- 50 + 10 scale  

PERCENTILE RANKS

Pearson Correlation 
- analyse - correlate - bivariate - move all variables  

Z SCORE 
- analyse - descriptive statistics - descriptives - move 

variables - click ‘save standardised values as 
variables’ at bottom left  

T SCORE 
1. Convert raw scores into Z scores 
2. Compute variable  
- Z___ * 10 + 50 

PERCENTILE RANKS 
- create new variable that ranks cases in a variable 
- transform - select rank cases option - move 

variable 
- Again, go to transform - compute variable  
- Type ((R___ -.5)/N of cases) *100

Pearson Correlation 
- small = 0-.3 
- Medium = .3-.5 
- Large = .5+ 

Z SCORE 
M = 0, SD = 1 

T SCORE 
M = 50, SD = 10 

PERCENTILE RANKS 
- easiest to rank and compare scores


